FABRIC CONNECTORS & GROUNDS
GROUNDING CORDS:

Gator To Gator
Insulated copper
wire with standard
alligator
clips on each
end. Connect it
to
computer
monitor shields, conductive fabrics or
plastics, or conductive painted surfaces to
ground. Also great as an extension for
grounding wrist straps.
18-inch (Cat. #R295-18) …… $2.00
60-inch (Cat. #R295) ………… $8.95

Plug To Gator Ground Cord
The Original Ground Cord
This has to be the
easiest
way
to
connect to ground.
Whether you want
to
ground
an
Earthing
mat,
conductive
cloth,
drapes,
shielding
garment or anything else, simply clip the
object with the alligator clip and plug the
other end into a grounded outlet. Molded
3-prong plug (N. American) one end,
alligator clip on other. Only the round
ground lug is connected to the wire. The
two flat blades are there simply to help
hold the plug in the socket. 12 feet long.
18 ga stranded wire. No resistor.
(Cat. #R295-12) …………………. $8.95

Plug To Ring Terminal
Molded 3-prong plug
one
end
and
ring
terminal on other. 6 feet
long.
(#R295-3-Ring) . $8.95

Gator To Clamp

IN LINE FUSE HOLDER
Adds a Measure of Safety

Alligator clip on one
end, large gator on
other end (great for
grounding to pipes
≤1" diameter). 6
feet long.

To
add
a
measure
of
safety to any
cord in the
unlikely event
of a lightning
strike or voltage spike traveling on your electrical system, you can
insert this handy fuse anywhere along the
length of the wire. Set includes fuse
holder, two 0.10 Amp fuses (one is a
spare), and two wire nuts.
(Cat. #R286) …………………….. $4.95

(Cat. #R295-gc) ………………… $6.00

GROUND PLUG ADAPTER
Makes Grounding to Wall Sockets Easier
Banana plugs are too small
to fit well in a wall socket
ground. This handy
adapter
converts
a

Replacement Fuses, pack of 5:
(Cat. #R287) ………................ $4.95

Banana To Gator Cord
You get 3 cords (1
each: red, black,
and yellow) with
banana plugs on
one end and alligator
clips on the other. Use
them as ground cords, in
meters, test equipment, etc. 36" long.
(Cat. #R298-C) …………………… $3.79
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standard outlet into a
groundable point for wrist
straps or other grounding/
Earthing hardware. Simply plug it in
& insert your banana plug into the back
end. Accepts standard banana plugs
(0.162” - 0.164” ± 0.002” diameter).
Plug Adapter (Cat. #R235) .. $9.95
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